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This worksheet contains requirements and conditions that 
a client-side stakeholder in a project involving data visualization 
services needs to define to ensure timely delivery, optimized cost 
and valuable outcomes. 

Whether you’re working with data visualization experts from 
an in-house team or an external partner, clarifying these items 
will enable you to communicate with them more effectively from 
the get-go and eliminate potential project roadblocks.

You may not know the answers to every question, but filling out this 
worksheet as completely as possible will highlight areas where more 
planning is needed. You will then be able to clarify these things in your 
initial discussions with your data visualization implementation partner.

To successfully complete this worksheet, a prospective client needs 
to involve personnel in two key roles: 

• Business Owner: defines the business need and is most aware 
of what questions the visualization needs to answer, what story it 
needs to tell. In certain cases, the Business Owner can be the same 
person as the End User, especially for management dashboards. 

• End User: represents those who will use the delivered visualization 
with the highest frequency. The place of this person in the 
organization depends on the scope of the project. In case         
of a management dashboard, it could be a C-level employee. 
However, in case of, for example, a diagnostic dashboard 
delivered for the marketing department, they could be a key 
marketing analyst as well. 

Client-side Roles Addressed in This Worksheet
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Questions for The Business Owner
Define the needs of the business that the product of the project 
will address. This will help your data visualization partner understand 
the high and lower-level business logic that connects the elements 
of the product and define its eventual shape.

Define the highest-level question that the visualization will need to answer:

Describe the most important decision that the answer will aid:

Describe the desired business outcome of that decision:

Specify three to five high-level KPIs and their dimensions 
(categorizations of data by, for example, time, geography, product, 
customer, etc.) that the visualization needs to include:

KPI:

KPI:

Description:

Description:

Dimensions:

Dimensions:
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KPI:

KPI:

KPI:

Description:

Description:

Description:

Dimensions:

Dimensions:

Dimensions:

10 or less
10 -1000

over 1000

Specify the size of the combined user group that will regularly rely 
on the visualization: 

List the business units that that will use the visualization:

List the roles that will use the visualization, divided into primary 
or secondary user groups if applicable:
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Daily

Management overview

Weekly

Business-goal-oriented

Monthly

Operations support

Ad hoc

Specify the usage frequency of the visualization:

Choose the description that best fits how the visualization will be used:

Other: 

Describe the as-is state for analyzing the information that will be 
contained in the new visualization — if there is one — for the business 
need at hand to help your data visualization partner ascertain the 
scope of the project. Specify if and why, in your view, the as-is state 
needs to be completely replaced or, if not, what aspects of it are not 
producing the desired results.

Specify how — if at all — the project should improve data literacy. 
This can necessitate allocating further resources to hold trainings and 
workshops to improve, for example, users’ chart-reading ability and 
understanding of the data source design aspects of the outcome or 
introduce self-service BI practices. If improving literacy is not a goal, 
leave the field blank.

Describe the main shortcomings of the as-is state as it relates to the 
business need: 

Describe the desired improvement to data literacy:
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Set preliminary deadlines for the project. Although this set of items 
requires cooperation with your data visualization partner to finalize, 
sharing an idealized client-side vision of the delivery schedule of business-
critical items will still provide useful cornerstones for project planning.

Describe the relevant technological infrastructure.

Set a target for the start date of the project:

Set a target for the latest date of delivery:

Specify your preferred project management tools: 

Specify your data warehousing solutions:

Specify the platforms where your reports will be shared / embedded:

Define the necessary development milestones required by the business:

Specify your source systems and the corresponding file types:

Specify your ETL tool:
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Questions for The End User
Describe the visualization’s desired impact on the End User’s 
work. In some cases — most notably, when the Business Owner 
is also the End User — this section might partially overlap with 
the first section. These questions will help mature and formalize 
your expectations regarding the value that the visualization should 
deliver, which will in turn help set common points of reference for 
development with your data visualization partner. 

List the End User’s tasks and decisions that will benefit from the 
visualization: 

If possible, estimate the amount of cost savings that the solution will 
realize and specify the relevant items where the savings will occur:

Describe the main filtering requirements for the visualization:

If possible, quantify the amount of time that the visualization needs 
to free up in the End User’s workday to help your partner assess the 
complexity of the data preparation:  
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See an example of what this worksheet looks like filled out with 
actionable information: starsche.ma/dvw

Data Visualization Project Planning Worksheet

Drill-down

Embedding

Select additional functionality that the visualization should include:

Interactive clicks

Writeback

Annotation

Downloading / exporting

Other: 

Describe your criteria for the visualization’s success in terms of the 
relevant business processes: 

Next Steps
Now that you’ve made it to the end of the worksheet, share it with 
your data visualization partner – they will likely ask to set up a meeting 
to discuss its contents and plan your next steps together.

We wish you the best of luck with your project!
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Go Further

TALK TO AN EXPERT

Katalin Szalay 
Business Analyst and Data Visualization Expert at Starschema

Connect with Katalin: szalayk@starschema.com

Katalin focuses on improving the information flow and insight discovery 
between business and IT for enterprises. She has years of experience 
in analytics and reporting projects, from data visualization tool 
implementation through report migration, setting up and optimizing 
reporting-related processes, designing report functionality and layout, 
to planning and delivering user training sessions.

At Starschema we believe that data has the power to change the world and data-driven 
organizations are leading the way. We help organizations use data to make better business 
decisions, build smarter products, and deliver more value for their customers, employees 
and investors. We dig into our customers toughest business problems, design solutions and 
build the technology needed to compete and profit in a data-driven world.

info@starschema.com
starschema.com

Find out how Starschema can help you consume and communicate 
data more effectively to reveal meaningful insights and surface 
opportunities for competitive advantage. 

Tell me more:
starsche.ma/viz

COMPANY

GET IN TOUCH


